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New Zealand's proven full strength
herbal detox with probiotics

99ea

$

400 capsules,
plus 10 capsules
of Probiotic
Multi-9 and an
easy to follow
instruction/
recipe booklet.

14 highly effective herbs
Top selling Detox over 21,000 sold
10 or 25 day programme
Clear instruction booklet
Target bowel, liver and kidneys
Look your best for summer

More information and copy of the booklet is
available online at www.healthhouse.co.nz –
click on booklets and pamphlets.
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Quality, natural health products that work
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Protect your skin with
100% Natural Sunscreen
A sunscreen that protects
you from UVA and UVB rays
without using any nasty
chemicals.
SPF 25, water resistant,
easy and pleasant to apply
and most importantly,
uncompromisingly 100%
natural.
O NO preservatives
O NO allergens
O NO parabens
O NO Nanoparticles.

Non greasy, non-staining and with a
pleasant light natural coconut fragrance.
This all Natural Sunscreen is safe for the
whole family.
Like all natural sunscreens, when you
apply you will be able to tell you have
covered your skin due to the temporary
whiteish/blueish colour, but it soon
become transparent.
All testing on the sunscreen was
undertaken by the Dermatest Laboratory
in Australia and meets the latest NZ/AUS
standards.

New customers, for
a free catalogue and
a small gift, register
with us either on the
web or by phone.

27ea

$

100ml tube

What’s in our sunscreen
• Sweet Almond Oil
• Zinc Oxide
• Coconut Oil
• Macadamia Nut Oil
• Shea Butter
• Silica
• Natural Fragrance
• Natural Vitamin E
All ingredients are sourced from
Europe, USA, Australia and
New Zealand.

Always read the label and only use as directed. Avoid prolonged sun exposure and wear protective
clothing, hats and eye wear to further reduce risk.
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Weight management programmes should be used in conjunction with a balanced diet and exercise, and take time and personal commitment to be successful. Individual results may vary.

60 day money back guarantee | Free Delivery on all New Zealand and Australian orders

Call us free 0800 140 141 (NZ) | 1800 140 141 (AUS)
www.healthhouse.co.nz

INTRODUCTION
The Business Model
When you start to think about it, I mean really think
about it, the business model of the current medical
system is brilliant.
The early Rockefellers who thought it up and then
had it implemented knew what they were doing
when they gained control of most of the medical schools in the US in the early years of the 20th
century.
The plan was to create all sorts of diseases, say with
vaccines (e.g. autism, cancer, etc), fluoride, pesticides, junk “food” and the like, and then invent drugs
to manage said diseases for the life of the patient,
all the while getting gobs of taxpayers’ hard earned
dollars to pay for said drugs and management.
Never, ever, ever actually CURE any disease, as
that would not be profitable, but get ever increasing
increments of cash to “manage the disease” and
continually “LOOK FOR” the cure.
Then get nice little old ladies and school kids with
freshly baked cookies to raise money for “charity”
societies, like cancer, diabetes, heart stuff of all
kinds, birth defects, autism, ad infinitum.
Most if not all of which societies are linked to the
very same corporations that helped create the diseases in the first place, e.g. cancer societies being
funded by pesticide manufacturers.
Call your brand of medicine “scientific” and “evidence-based” while disparaging anything that
comes from beyond the pale as “unproven” or
worse, “anecdotal”.

When someone comes along with an actual cure,
disparage them, ensure their funding gets revoked (if
by some miracle it happened in the first place), and
in extremis have them imprisoned or murdered.
Hey, nothing personal. It’s just business.
However, millions of people are now waking up,
albeit more slowly that one would hope, although it’s
sometimes amazing that there are people “out there”
who are still thinking for themselves at all.
And, as long as it lasts, the Internet is at your service, where everyone can do their homework. This
is why the Net is under attack these days, and some
countries such as the US are moving into full blown
medical fascism, wherein certain medical practices
such as vaccination are becoming compulsory.
The honest science just isn’t there to back up corporate medicine. Never has been. And now the system
is being revealed for what it is: a total scam, and a
mass murdering one at that.
Which is why it’s moving toward compulsion.
We deal with some of the aspects of this compulsion in this issue, and with what happened when one
doctor pushed back. (She won.)
Health Freedom is a fundamental principle wherein
people take responsibilty for their own and their family’s health, knowing that the state does not own us
or our children.
It says that we are not cogs in a machine created by
some business planners.
It says that our health is our birthright and it must
never be sold or corrupted.

Legendary Name in Juice Extraction

FREE GIVEAWAY!

Gently crushes & squeezes for nutritious juice
The revolutionary OSCAR produces more juice
and delivers more nutrients than other juicers.

Stylish, quiet to operate, easy
to clean and with a
25 YEAR WARRANTY
on the motor & gearbox!
5 years on all the parts.
AVAILABLE IN BURGUNDY,
WHITE, CHROME AND BLACK
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Every purchase will
receive our Healthy
Kids 10 fun Super
Hero recipe cards
that will keep the
kids super healthy.

Create a ‘Living Juice’ full of vital enzymes and nutrients.

For a FREE info pack contact Tasman Trading Coy.
or visit us at www.oscarjuicers.co.nz 0800 584 2464 (0800 JUICING)

Get your body back into balance
naturally with Elanra
Have you ever wondered why walking near waterfalls or
crashing waves makes you feel so invigorated? Scientists
believe it’s because the air you inhale in these
environments has a high level of small negatively charged
Oxygen atoms (Kruegar and Reed, 1976).

The average person
inhales 10,000 litres of air
every 24 hours¹ so it makes
sense to breathe air thats
good for your health.

See why
93% of Elanra
customers
recommend it
to their friends
and family!
It’s so easy!
Simply turn it
on as you
sleep at night,
and turn it off
in the morning.

Elanra is the world’s² only ioniser that produces small ingestible negative ions of
Oxygen across variable frequencies. Once inhaled, this special Oxygen is passed
through your lungs and into your blood stream, across variable frequencies, to
enrich your health and well being in many ways.

For more information call +61 7 5522 3789
or visit www.elanra.com
Elanra is TGA registered as a medical device.
¹Bayer Health Care - pharma.bayer.com ²Elanra is globally patented. Designed and manufactured in Australia.
Always read the label. Use only as directed. If symptoms persist see your healthcare professional.
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Liquid Vitamins and Supplements
for the Young and Young-at-Heart
A source of renewed energy, naturally!
Skybright’s Liquid Multi-Vitamins and Supplements are:
•
•
•

Daily supplements in an easy-to-take liquid form.
Great tasting liquid formulations that are
highly absorbable and bio-available.
Sourced from whole-foods and contain a full
spectrum of vitamins, minerals and enzymes.

Skybright’s Liquid Vitamins will help to boost your energy,
plug nutritional gaps and achieve good health, naturally.

You will find something for everyone in
Skybright’s Liquid Multi-vitamin range.

Always read the label and use as directed.

Skybright Natural Health
Auckland, New Zealand
Freephone 0800 200 707
www.skybright.co.nz

Available exclusively online at:

www.skybright.co.nz

We Test to be The Best!

LETTERS
Is Homeopathy a Sham?

the internet and reading books.

Dear Humans

Re NZ Herald article: Shelley Bridgeman: Is homeopathy a sham? 2 May
2013, included as a link in: http://www.
nzherald.co.nz/lifestyle/news/article.
cfm?c_id=6&objectid=11415977 in
today’s Herald.

I did not follow any conventional treatment – no radiation, no chemo, no surgery. Research on chemotherapy in particular led me to strike that from the list
very early in the process. I credit much
of the success to high dose intraveinous
Vitamin C, Vitamin D, and Artimisinin.    

Dear Humans: I am at the end of my
rope; not even enough rope to tie a knot
in and hang on. I can’t seem to think
clearly or even find my way home half the
time, I’ve lost so much of my family. I’m
so sad, and so ill.

Reader Francis’ comment: “... Homeopathy should be valued for what it is worth:
It will never cure cancer ...
My question: How often does chemo &
radiation cure cancer?! See below:
http://www.undergroundhealth.
com/75-of-physicians-in-the-worldrefuse-chemotherapy-for-themselves/
75% of physicians in the world refuse
chemotherapy for themselves. They said
they wouldn’t allow their family members
to go through the process either!
I recall last year seeing an article with title
to effect that 85% American oncologists
wouldn’t have the treatment they dish out
to their patients at cost of many thousands of dollars and mostly tragically,
often to no avail.
As a NZRN, I would NEVER have either
chemo OR radiation – because those
“treatments” so frequently kill. Ralph
Moss wrote this and other truths years
ago. His books are well worth reading,
even if you don’t have cancer.
I probably would have surgery, but
thereafter, I know of ways to support the
healing process in my body, and I would
use/apply them. – Isabel H.

Cancer Information
Hi Jon and Katherine - You are most welcome to share this. References to supplies are relevant to NZ, but some things,
like Lyposhperic Vitamin C, and Vitamin D
drops are supplied to Australia from here
anyway. I don’t know about doctors doing intraveinous Vitamin C in Aussie but
I’m sure research will find some.
I have done battle with cancer (Squamous Cell Carcinoma). At its worst, I had
a lump a bit bigger than a golf ball on
the side of my neck – ultrasound scans
showed two cancers, one 20mmx24mmx27mm, and the second 16mmx15mmx13mm) and I have got it beaten
(lump now undetectable). I have had no
side effects what-so-ever from the treatment regime I undertook.

I would suggest as an absolute minimum, people need to cut out sugar,
fried foods, anything with white flour, all
processed foods, and start taking Vitamin
C (Lypospheric – at least 10 sachets
per day).  Then follow the other protocols listed on the diet and supplements
sheet.  Consultation with the experts – Dr
Damian Wojick (Northland Environmental
Health Centre) or Integrated Health Options Auckland is essential of course.
Important links below for information and
supply:
Lypospheric Vitamin C
www.johnappleton.co.nz/products/
Lypo%252dSpheric-Vitamin-C.html
Artemisinin
www.mwt.net/~drbrewer/canart1.htm
Vitamin D
www.johnappleton.co.nz/categories/
Vitamin-D/
Graviola
www.in2herbs.co.nz/products/
Graviola-Max-Capsules-%252d120-%7B47%7D-500mg.html
Curcumin
www.curcumin.co.nz/

I recommend that people read the vitamin C book - Curing The Incurable by
Thomas Levy, an American cardiologist
http://www.tomlevymd.com/about.
html
I consider myself to be very fortunate to
have had this result, and appreciate it is
not likely to be the same for everybody.
I have lots more information I have
researched, including a number of books
on cancer treatment and Vitamin C, and
would be happy to share it, or discuss
any issues with you.

Chris Leitch

I spent many, many hours researching on
The NZ Journal of Natural Medicine // MAY – AUGUST 2015

I loved you and doing things for you that
no one else could or not many had the
talent or was so small to be able to pollinate the flowers well.
I love you and thought you appreciated
what I did for you. Yet, when I say that the
poison makes me ill; you just say don’t look
and you won’t know; you can’t see it so
you think it doesn’t hurt me, but it does.
It hurts you also; but perhaps not as
much as the smaller ones. The smaller
you are, the more destructive the poison
is to the life form, no matter what life
form, it doesn’t discriminate (when discrimination would be a good thing).
Sometimes the other bugs can become a
problem, I understand once in awhile but
all the time is causing problems to those
of tiny stature.
I told God you would understand and you
would care but so far, you just tell me to
stop complaining and keep doing my job.

Co Q 10  
www.coq10.co.nz

With best wishes,

I loved my job of pollinating; the smell
and taste of the flowers was so good and
even passed this on in my honey. The
flowers don’t taste good anymore; it is a
foul taste they leave in my mouth. I hurt
so very much that even flying is hard. I
don’t like to complain and would rather
just do my job. Staying busy helping the
crops along was so rewarding and I slept so
well; not any more.

Wow, have I become disillusioned with
the world. I thought at least you would
care about your own food. I was told you
were to busy to think logically; I didn’t
believe it. I guess I’ve discovered differently and been proven wrong.
To be fair, there are those that have
tried; but so much against them as well.
The hives that died from pesticides and
herbicides were part of my family as well.
Some who just had a drift of the herbicides, pesticides was all it took. Wonder
if it was you that was facing genocide?
I quit, Good luck to you,
The Honey Bee
http://nativeplantwildlifegarden.com/
will-we-all-die-if-honey-bees-disappear/

// www.naturalmedicine.net.nz
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LETTERS
BrasscheckTV Report
School lunches are commonly deeply
lacking in nutrition.
Could this be causing fundamental
problems in young people, especially
regarding their learning capabilities?
This school district tested that theory
by amping up the quality of their school
lunches…
From our friends at
www.therealfoodchannel.com.
Video: http://www.therealfoodchannel.
com/page/10279.html
- Brasscheck TV

Is Your Toothpaste a Hidden
Cause Of Alzheimer’s?
To the Editor: I am a truck driver, and
have hauled just about everything over
the past 13 years. I read your site’s article
postulating that naturally occurring aluminum found in water might be the key
to Alzheimer’s disease. I’ll go one better
than that.
I once picked up a 44,000 pound load of
aluminum dioxide powder in the aptlynamed town of Bauxite, Arkansas. Noting
that the destination for the load was not
a processing plant or a mill, I enquired
as to why this load was destined for the
Colgate-Palmolive Company. The shipping agent said that the quality of bauxite
(Aluminum dioxide) found in Arkansas
was too low grade for manufacturing
purposes, but was fine for toothpaste.
“Toothpaste?” I enquired. He then went
on to explain that common white toothpaste is made largely from Aluminum
Dioxide, which is a mildly abrasive, brilliantly white powder. They’ll simply add
a sudsing agent to make the bubbles, a
flavoring agent to make it palatable, perhaps a food coloring agent, some water,
and presto – toothpaste.
Go read the ingredients on your tube of
toothpaste. It’ll list one or two ‘active
ingredients’...notice the combined total
amounts of “active ingredients” is usually
less than 1%. What about the other
99%?
• Were you aware that every day of your
life, you are filling your mouth with a gob
of nearly pure aluminum dioxide?

8

• Can you imagine the possible health
effects?
• Do you see how this could be the number one entry point for aluminum to enter
the body?
• Can you guess why the inactive ingredients aren’t listed?
• Imagine the outcry from all the millions of health conscious Americans who
suddenly discovered that they are being
poisoned!
• Yes, that’s why they aren’t listed.
So, if you and your vast readership
are concerned about getting too much
aluminum in their diets, you can all relax
about naturally occurring aluminum in
the water, or cooking with pots and pans.
These are trivial sources of aluminum
compared with the several pounds of
aluminum directly swallowed or absorbed
through the tissues while brushing our
teeth.

1 in 250, 2004: 1 in 166, 2007: 1 in 150,
2009: 1 in 110, 2012: 1 in 88, 2013: 1 in
50, 2014: ? If you extrapolate out this
rapid rate of increase now you get: 2014:
1 in 30, 2015: 1 in 16, 2016: 1 in 9, 2017:
1 in 5, 2018: 1 in 3, 2019: 1 in 2, 2020:
virtually 100% of all vaccinated children
will have autism. Can you imagine? Every
child born after 2020 who is vaccinated,
effectively will be a brain damaged?
Please watch the recent 2-hour YouTube clip below of California Coalition for Health Choice Rally at the
Californian State Capitol in Sacramento
on April 8, 2015. Simply mind boggling!!!!!! https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=23hLOHQ7r4o
– Full Name Supplied

Fluoride

On the bright side, we can all still have a
beautiful smile in our old age, if only we
can remember how to smile.
KT Feller
(Original letter from www.rense.com)
Hi Jon and Katherine

Vaccines and Autism
Editors: I was totally stunned when one
of the early speakers, Karen Kain, shockingly said, “...The Center for Disease
Control announced last year (2014) that
1 in 68 children has autism. But the true
statistics extrapolated out is 1 in 18 of
2-year olds has autism. We as a people
should be outraged. And if we do nothing, by 2025 1 in 2 of our children will
have autism. When there is risk, there
must be choice...”
Karen Kain’s dire predictions mirror my
own projections, which are a little worse
based on current statistics, where I
predict that by about 2020 (only 5 years
away) almost all young vaccinated
children will have autism and be effectively brain-damaged. These shocking
statistics were taken from www.VACCeptableinjuries.co and are published
on http://www.vaccinationinformationnetwork.com/to-vaccinate-or-not/ and
show the spectacular increase in autism
1970 through to 2013. The rate of autism
in 1970 was 1 in 10,000, 1975: 1 in 5000,
1985 1 in 2,500, 1995: 1 in 500, 2001:

ing facetious.]

Hi Jon and Katherine:
Just had a great idea!
People who want
fluoride can go get
one of these bags of
it any time they want
and pop a teaspoon
in a glass of water
with their morning
coffee. [Ed note:
This would be a fatal
dose; the writer is be-

But, for those who don’t however want
a level 6 bio toxin in their water, clothes,
hair, skin, bloodstream, bones, food,
showers and baths, they have to buy
whole house filtration systems that can
cost tens of thousands of dollars.
So even if they didn’t want it, most
couldn’t afford to get it out.
You need a two micron filter set which is
the same you need to filter out uranium. These filters are very expensive.
Activated alumina-based filters remove
fluoride but may signficantly increase the
aluminum content of the water.
And this is of course removes only the
fluoride in their own home at best.
So everywhere else they go is basically
contaminated with it and they can’t do
anything about it.
Dr Stan Litras Dentist Speaks
Out https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=uXBKF9q38YE
– Vinny Eastwood
www.thevinnyeastwoodshow.com
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Vitality that is gained from a refreshing
regenerative sleep will flow to all aspects of your life
Toxin-Free Mattress with Stretch-Effect
Y GUARA
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Mattress health information events for the
general public & practitioners.
Melbourne

Sydney

Sat 23 May 2015
Sun 11 October 2015

Shepparton

Sun 17 May 2015
Sun 4 October 2015

Port Macquarie

Mon 12 Oct 2015

Thur 21 May 2015
Wed 15 July 2015
Wed 16 Sept 2015

Adelaide
Sat 23 May 2015
Sat 18 July 2015
Sat 19 Sept 2015

Coffs Harbour
Tue 19 May 2015
Tue 14 July 2015
Tue 15 Sept 2015

Armidale

Brisbane

Sat 16 May 2015
Sat 25 July 2015

Sun 28 June 2015
Sat 19 Sept 2015

Maleny

Sat 26 Sept 2015

Sat 23 May 2015

Byron Bay

Auckland
Sun 13 Sept 2015

Queenstown
Sat 12 Sept 2015

Noosa

Sat 23 May 2015
Sat 18 July 2015
Sat 19 Sept 2015

Sat 25 July 2015

Townsville
Sun 24 May 2015
Sun 28 June 2015
Sun 2 August 2015
Sun 27 Sept 2015

Gold Coast
Sun 28 June 2015

Are you in other parts of New Zealand
and interested in trying?
Let us know so we can plan events
with you in mind.

The bedroom is the most important room to keep free of health burdens and sources of irritation for the body because this is where we are supposed to
rest and regenerate. In the quest to create the healthiest sleeping environment, Geovital - Academy of Radiation Protection and Environmental Medicine
quickly realised mattresses were a big problem. 600 Different types were tested and all failed to meet the Academies criteria. So… we have been
making our own patented mattresses since 1984 and at prices anyone can afford.
Our mattresses are very different:
• High air permeability: Most mattress materials are like plastic bags sealing
• Stretch–Effect: Downward pressure is converted in a gentle traction reducing
off 1/3 of your skin. Our foam and design allow much airflow. Making it
pressure in the spine to aid regeneration.
inhospitable to fungus and bacteria and bringing great oxygenation to the skin.
• Metal–Free: Metal attracts radiation from transmitters and propagates electric
• Removable and Washable outer cover: Renew your mattress whenever you feel
field radiation from internal wiring.
like it.
• Latex–Free: Far beyond Allergy testing, is intolerance testing.
Also optionally available with total customisation to your body size and shape.
We found Latex to be the worst and causes intolerance reactions in most
people.
• Anti-Static: Most mattresses build up a static charge which is
not good for you.
THE NATURAL THERAPY MATTRESS WITH STRETCH EFFECT
• Toxin–Free: Instead of using chemical propellants in the
After testing 600 different mattress types, none of which meet the Academies criteria,
production as other manufacturers do, we use toxin free processes.
we started making our own at prices anyone can afford.
VIDEO: Our approach and mattress design:
http://youtu.be/6w1U7jQ0rm0

With reasonable prices you can’t afford not to
sleep on a mattress that supports your health.

Contact us or your practitioner today!

Addressing health burdens others ignore • Metal-free (no aerial effect)
• Toxin, Silver and Latex-Free • Stretch-effect to reduce pressure in discs
• Anti-static • Anti-allergy • Anti-fungal • Washable cover

Geovital Academy

Australia: 03 9020 1330
New Zealand: 09 887 0515

www.geovital.com.au/mattress.html
www.geovital.co.nz/mattress.html

* Adore it orThe
exchangeNZ
your Theravital
or Vitallind of
mattress
purchase withinMedicine
60 days. Conditions apply,
en.geovital.com/exchange-it
for details.
Journal
Natural
//seeMAY
– AUGUST
2015

Academy for Radiation Protection
and Environmental Medicine
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Better Health
on a Shoestring

By Katherine Smith, Editor

Are you getting enough vitamin D?
Although we use the term
“vitamin D”, technically it
would be more correct to call
vitamin D a “prohormone”.
Vitamin D is synthesised when bare skin
(no sunscreen!) is exposed to sunlight
– that is, the sort of sunshine you get in
the open air, not sunlight that has been
filtered through glass. If you have fair
skin, sitting, lying or walking outside
around midday in the summer for about
10-15 minutes in shorts and a T-shirt will
provide enough skin surface and ultraviolet light exposure to synthesise the
equivalent of 10,000 -25,000 I.U. of vitamin D. If you have darker skin, a longer
exposure is required – potentially as long
as a two hours depending on the amount
of melanin in your skin.

Your shadow
As a general rule, if your shadow is
longer than you are tall, the amount of
ultraviolet B rays that are reaching your
skin are not sufficient to promote vitamin
D synthesis.
At times like this, the body draws on its
stores of vitamin D, as most foods contain only low levels of the vitamin, compared to what your body can synthesise
in response to sunlight exposure. Even
the best food sources of vitamin D, (eg
oily fish) contain only around 500 I.U. per
100g serving – compared to the 10,000
I.U. or more that can be produced from
enjoying some time outside in the sunshine. Cod liver oil (which was traditionally used to supplement children’s diets
in order to prevent “rickets” in which the

counter, and in NZ, a doctor can prescribe 50,000 I.U. prescription vitamin D
tablets (“Cal D Forte”) which is a useful
and low cost way of ensuring that vitamin
D levels remain adequate over the winter
months. (NB: These tablets look and taste
like miniature “smarties” so please keep
them out of reach of children as too much
vitamin D can be toxic.)
A doctor can also order a blood test for
vitamin D; however as the patient you
may need to pay for the test as it may
not be subsidised. The Vitamin D Council
suggests a target vitamin D level of 50
nmol/L (20 ng/ml) whereas the NZ Best
Practice Advisory Centre suggests it
should be 50-100 nmol/L.
Taking the time to enjoy the sunshine
and/or taking some supplementary

“However, in the colder months when more clothing is needed and the sun’s rays are
weaker it may be impossible to meet vitamin D needs through sun exposure alone.”
NOTE: There is no need to get sunburned in order to get a daily ration of
vitamin D; the vitamin will be synthesised
prior to the skin’s becoming reddened.
Vitamin D synthesis is dependent on
the amount of ultraviolet B that reaches
the part of the planet where you reside
and this depends on the latitude and
the season. People who live near the
equator should have no trouble meeting
their vitamin D requirements through sun
exposure all year around – unless their
employment situation, culture or other
medical conditions preclude them from
being able to expose sufficient amounts
of their skin to the sunlight for enough
time. (If this is the case, then vitamin D
supplements would be beneficial.)
In many parts of the world, unless there
are lifestyle or medical reasons that prevent people from enjoying some time in
the sunshine with at least their arms and
legs exposed, people should be able to
meet their vitamin D needs through sunshine exposure in the summer. However,
in the colder months when more clothing
is needed and the sun’s rays are weaker
it may be impossible to meet vitamin D
needs through sun exposure alone.
10

bones soften due to the body’s being
unable to properly use calcium in the
absence of sufficient vitamin D) contains
vitamin A and about 1,300 I.U. of vitamin
D per tablespoon.
(Vitamin D and A levels in cod liver oil
may vary and thus it is important to buy a
brand that has been tested for contaminants and contains the natural vitamins as
some products contain added synthetic
vitamins. Moreover, professional advice
regarding an appropriate dose of cod
liver oil should be obtained for children.
Babies and young children should not be
expected to drink any sort of oil from a
spoon since they could accidentally inhale it and develop aspiration pneumonia.)
Due to the low levels of vitamin D in most
modern diets, if you rely on stored vitamin D alone, you risk becoming vitamin D
deficient by late winter or early spring (if
not earlier). It is probably no coincidence
that this time of the year is one of the
prime times for respiratory illness as adequate vitamin D levels are necessary to
synthesise antimicrobial peptides which
help the body resist infection.
ortunately, both cod liver oil and vitamin
D3 supplements are available over the

vitamin D can pay great benefits in terms
of health. Studies document a reduced
risk of many cancers, including ovarian,
breast, colon and prostate cancers in
people with adequate vitamin D levels.
(See: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pmc/articles/PMC1470481/ ) Resistance to infection is enhanced with sufficient vitamin D as evidenced by trials
that show lower respiratory infections in
people taking supplements. (See: http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC3543548/) Autoimmune diseases
are more common in people with low
vitamin D levels. (See: http://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23238772) A lot of
information about vitamin D (in a userfriendly format) may be found at https://
www.vitamindcouncil.org/
New Zealand journalist Ian Wishart has
also written a book on vitamin D called
Vitamin D: Is this the Miracle Vitamin? For information about this book
and some interviews with Ian Wishart,
please see this link http://www.investigatemagazine.co.nz/Investigate/2998/
vitamin-d-the-new-book-that-couldsave-your-life-literarily/
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HEALTH FREEDOM

FDA Pushing
To Regulate
Homeopathy
“Out of Existence”
March 30, 2015
By Dr. Martha Grout, MD, MD(H)
Why is there a sudden push by the FDA to
label homeopathic remedies as dangerous?
Why is there a need to regulate substances
that have been used for hundreds of years
with out any issues? What does the FDA
have to gain?
The FDA has published two documents
recently, which suggest that WAR is being
declared on the profession of homeopathic
medicine – or at least on the manufacture of
homeopathic remedies, which comes to the
same thing in the end. What is a homeopath
without homeopathic remedies?
On March 19, 2015 the FDA published
an advisory (called a "safety alert") about
homeopathic asthma OTC medications,
recommending that patients be wary, and
that health care practitioners be sure to
report any adverse effects to the FDA. Here
is the link to that safety alert: http://www.

fda.gov/Safety/MedWatch/SafetyInformation/SafetyAlertsforHumanMedicalProducts/ucm439014.htm

The FDA has since that date scheduled
public hearings on:
“...the current use of human drug and biological products labeled as homeopathic, as
well as the Agency's regulatory framework
for such products. These products include
prescription drugs and biological products
labeled as homeopathic and over-the-counter (OTC) drugs labeled as homeopathic.”
Here is the link to the document which
was published on March 27, 2015 – not
even 10 days after the March 19th safety
alert. https://www.federalregister.gov/

articles/2015/03/27/2015-07018/homeopathic-product-regulation-evaluatingthe-food-and-drug-administrationsregulatory-framework
The date of the hearings is set for April 20
and 21, 2015, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. That
is three weeks from first publication of the
announcement.
What's the rush? Homeopathic remedies
have been in use since they were first introduced to the United States in 1925 by Dr.
Hans Burch Gram. Textbooks by the founder
of Homeopathy, Samuel Hahnemann, were
available, but only in German until 1835. The
practice of homeopathy spread throughout
the USA because doctors found it to be
so much more effective in their complex
and unresolved medical cases. Homeopathic medicines have been accepted in the
Homeopathic Pharmacopeia of the United
States (HPUS) and regulated under a docu-
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ment called CPG Sec. 400.400, “Conditions
Under Which Homeopathic Drugs May be
Marketed”. These conditions have been
unchanged for the last forty years.
Why, suddenly now, are we wanting to
change the manufacture of these remedies?
Why such a push to label homeopathic
remedies dangerous, when they have been
around for over 200 years without any
problems?
Cui bono? The Merriam-Webster online dictionary defines this phrase: "a principle that
probable responsibility for an act or event
lies with one having something to gain".
Who stands to gain from destroying the
manufacturers of homeopathic remedies?
A sentence in the most recent version of
the 400.400 document with regards to FDA
regulation of homeopathic medicine may
provide a clue.
“Until recently, homeopathic drugs have
been marketed on a limited scale by a few
manufacturers who have been in business
for many years and have predominantly
served the needs of a limited number of
licensed practitioners... Today the homeopathic drug market has grown to become
a multimillion dollar industry in the United
States, with a significant increase shown in
the importation and domestic marketing of
homeopathic drug products.”

“FDA pushing to regulate homeopathic medicine out of existence”
This document, outlining the conditions
under which homeopathic drugs may be
marketed, is undated, and was downloaded
on 03-26-15. http://www.fda.gov/ICECI/

ComplianceManuals/CompliancePolicyGuidanceManual/ucm074360.htm

In 2013, IBISWorld estimated revenue from
homeopathic medicines of $363 million
with an annual growth rate projected at 7%.

http://www.ibisworld.com/industry/
homeopaths.html

In 2015, Vox Media wrote that Americans
spend $3 billion on homeopathy. Curiously, that article also concluded that
Americans were wasting their money on
ineffective treatments. http://www.vox.

com/2015/3/11/8190427/homeopathy
In Australia, the National Health and Medical
Research Council published their findings on
the lack of efficacy of homeopathy in March
2015. https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/_files_

nhmrc/publications/attachments/cam02a_information_paper.pdf (You can

read a critique of this document at this link:

http://www.naturalmedicine.net.nz/
news/homeopathy-in-the-news/- Ed)

They just released a statement re-iterating
the ineffectiveness of homeopathy on March
15th, just in time for the FDA’s release of
the advisory on homeopathics used to treat
chronic asthma.

https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/media/
releases/2015/nhmrc-releases-state-

ment-and-advice-homeopathy
The President of the Australian Homeopathic Association noted the political and nonscientific nature of the attack in a document
available online: http://www.homeopath-

yoz.org/images/news/Open_response_
letter_by_AHA_to_NHMRC.pdf
The letter from the AHA states in part: “We
urged the Council to correct this ill-considered stance [from a position paper leaked
in 2011 12 months before the report was
published, that it would be “unethical for
medical practitioners to treat patients using
homeopathy” because homeopathy “has
been shown not to be efficacious”], which
revealed a disregard for the principles of
empirical scientific research and a subsequent abuse of the power and influence of
Australia’s leading medical science research
organization [stet] in relation to homoeopathy.”
It is to be noted that their National Health
Minister, Sussan Ley, declared that as of
March 2015 the Australian National Health
Service would continue to provide coverage
for homeopathic treatments in Australia.

https://www.huntergpa.org/news/
sussan-ley-holds-fire-on-rebates-foruseless-natural-therapies

So what is so bad about energized water?
Why such a huge flap? Does this not seem
like a massive over-reaction, an abreaction
to something that seems on the face of it to
be considered either innocuous or ineffective? Why are they branding it as dangerous,
if it’s just energized water?
People can choose where they wish to
spend their money. If they choose something that is not harmful, and that may
provide benefit, why should that substance
be regulated out of existence? What is not
being said? What is being implied without
ever actually coming out and stating it?
So... is this just a blip on the radar? Or are
we at war? Of course, war has not been
declared. But in the opinion of many in the
homeopathic community, it would behoove
us to prepare.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Martha M Grout, MD, MD(H) graduated from
Radcliffe College (Harvard University) and
received her medical degree from the Medical College of Pennsylvania. She did a residency in Emergency Medicine at that same
institution (one of the first in the country) and
became board certified at the first examination in 1980. She spent the next many years
doing conventional allopathic Emergency
Medicine. She began training in Environmental Medicine and acupuncture in 1997,
having reached a clear understanding that
without a healthy environment, there is no
health of the population or of the individual.
Learn more at her website:

http://arizonaadvancedmedicine.com/
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HEALTH FREEDOM

The government knows
it’s a medical killing machine
It turns out that the informational pipeline that feeds the entire
perception of pharmaceutical medicine is a rank fraud.
By Jon Rappoport
October 5, 2013
Here are four smoking guns that substantiate the title of this
article.
Smoking gun #1: As I detailed in my two previous articles, Dr.
Barbara Starfield’s article in the July 26, 2000, Journal of the
American Medical Association, “Is US Health Really the Best in
the World?”, spelled out the damage:
The US medical system kills 225,000 Americans per year. That’s
well over two MILLION deaths per decade.
The US government supports, in numerous ways, this system.
And now, through the implementation of Obamacare, many
more previously uninsured Americans will enter the killing fields.
Dr. Starfield’s data are not classified. They’re not a state secret.
Any doctor or medical bureaucrat has access to them.
Yet nothing of note is being done to remedy the ongoing crime.
Smoking gun #2: Starfield’s report indicated
that, every year in the US, 106,000 Americans
die as a result of FDA-approved medical drugs.

For years, there were reports of payoffs and pressure, at the
FDA, to grant approval to drugs that were, in fact, harmful and
dangerous.
Then, in 2009 and again in July 2012, a scandal erupted. As
Truthout reported, it focused on “an institutionalized FDA spying program on its own scientists, law makers, reporters and
academics that included an enemies list…”
At the heart of the scandal: FDA pressure on its own people to
approve medical devices that were dangerous.
Truthout took a further step. It interviewed Ronald Cavanagh, a
former drug reviewer for the FDA. (July 29, 2012, “Former FDA
Reviewer Speaks Out About Intimidation and Marginalizing of
Safety”)
In a stunning interview with Truthout’s Martha Rosenberg, Cavanagh, exposed the FDA as a relentless criminal mafia protecting its client, Big Pharma, with a host of mob strategies.
Cavanagh: “…widespread racketeering, including witness tampering and witness retaliation.”
“I was threatened with prison.”

The FDA is the only agency tasked with certifying these drugs as safe and effective. With such
certification, the drugs enter the public pipeline.
On the FDA’s own website, under the heading,
“Why Learn About Adverse Drug Reactions,”
appears the following text: “Over 2 MILLION
ADRs [Adverse Drug Reactions] yearly; 100,000
DEATHS yearly; ADRs 4th leading cause of
death…”
Astonishingly, the FDA takes no responsibility
for any of this. They, and only they, can approve the drugs as safe and effective. They list
the numbers of deaths and maimings, and they
never admit culpability.
Smoking gun #3: It’s common knowledge that
there is a revolving door between the FDA and
drug companies. Employees come and go from
one organization/agency to another. The FDA
and the pharmaceutical industry are, in significant respects, partners.
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“One [FDA] manager threatened my children…I was afraid that
I could be killed for talking to Congress and criminal investigators.”

ure in this conclusion, which I reached slowly and reluctantly
over my two decades as an editor of The New England Journal
of Medicine.”

Cavanagh reviewed new drug applications made to the FDA by
pharmaceutical companies. He was one of the holdouts at the
Agency, who insisted that the drugs had to be safe and effective before being released to the public. That’s why he was
under the gun.

(Marcia Angell, MD, “Drug Companies and Doctors: A story of
Corruption.” NY Review of Books, Jan. 15, 2009.)

Honest appraisal wasn’t part of the FDA culture, and Cavanagh
swam against the tide, until he realized his life and the life of his
children might be on the line.
What was his secret and unofficial task at the FDA supposed to
be? “Drug reviewers were clearly told not to question drug companies and that our job was to approve drugs.” In other words,
rubber stamp them. To say the drugs were safe and effective
when they were not.
Cavanagh’s revelations are astonishing. He recalls a meeting
where a drug-company representative flat-out stated that his
company had paid the FDA for a new-drug approval. Paid for it.
As in bribe.
Cavanagh remarks that the drug pyridostigmine, given to US
troops to prevent the later effects of nerve gas, “actually increased the lethality” of certain nerve agents.
Cavanagh recalls being given records of safety data on a drug

“The US medical system kills
225,000 Americans per year.
That’s well over two MILLION
deaths per decade.”
that was up for approval – and then his bosses told him which
sections not to read. Obviously, they knew the drug was dangerous and they knew exactly where, in the reports, that fact
would be revealed.
The FDA is an ongoing criminal enterprise, and any government
official, serving in any capacity, who has become aware of it
and has not taken action, is an accessory to mass poisoning of
the population.
Smoking gun #4: Before the FDA considers approving a new
drug, studies and clinical trials have to be done. The drug companies do those clinical trials and submit the results to the FDA.
Obviously, the results look good; otherwise the FDA wouldn’t be
able to certify the drugs as safe and effective.

Here is another quote of a similar nature, also published in the
NY Review of Books (May 12, 2001, Helen Epstein, “Flu Warning: Beware of Drug Companies”):
“Six years ago, John Ioannidis, a professor of epidemiology at
the University of Ioannina School of Medicine in Greece, found
that nearly half of published articles in scientific journals contained findings that were false.”
Here’s another quote from the same:
“Last year, GlaxoSmithKline’s diabetes drug Avandia was linked
to thousands of heart attacks, and earlier in the decade, the
company’s antidepressant Paxil was discovered to exacerbate
the risk of suicide in young people. Merck’s painkiller Vioxx was
also linked to thousands of heart disease deaths. In each case,
the scientific literature gave little hint of these dangers.”
And finally, here is yet another statement from Marcia Angell,
former editor of The New England Journal of Medicine:
“A review of seventy-four clinical trials of antidepressants, for
example, found that thirty-seven of thirty-eight positive studies [that praised the drugs] were published. But of the thirty-six
negative studies, thirty-three were either not published or published in a form that conveyed a positive outcome.”
It turns out that the informational pipeline that feeds the entire
perception of pharmaceutical medicine is a rank fraud.
Could any major newspaper add up these quotes and launch
an all-out attack on the massive crimes surrounding medical
studies? Of course. And that attack, if carried out long enough,
would shake the pillars of the Church of Modern Medicine. But
it doesn’t happen.
Neither do we see extensive Congressional hearings on the horrendous effects of the US medical system. The Dept. of Justice
does nothing, when they should be making mass arrests and
laying on criminal prosecutions.
They know the scope of the medical killings and maimings.
They choose to do nothing.
And now, into the maw of this dragon of death, will step millions
of previously uninsured Americans, glad recipients of Obamacare.
Jon Rappoport
www.nomorefakenews.com

www.drug-education.info/documents/iatrogenic.pdf
This raises the specter of research fraud – because, since the
drugs kill 106,000 Americans every year, how can published
studies praising these drugs be authentic and credible?
On January 15, 2009, the NY Review of Books published a
devastating quote from a woman who, for 20 years, edited the
most prestigious medical journal in the world:
“It is simply no longer possible to believe much of the clinical
research that is published, or to rely on the judgment of trusted
physicians or authoritative medical guidelines. I take no pleasThe NZ Journal of Natural Medicine // MAY – AUGUST 2015
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FORCED VACCINATION

AT GUNPOINT
By Mike Adams, Health Ranger
In 2007, following the State of Maryland’s
threats against parents who refuse to
have their children vaccinated, children
were herded into a Price George County
courthouse being guarded by armed
personnel with attack dogs. Inside, the
children were forcibly vaccinated, many
against their will, under orders from the
State Attorney General, various State
Judges and the local School Board
Director, all of whom illegally conspired
to threaten parents with imprisonment if
they did not submit their children to vaccinations.
The State of Maryland has now turned
to Gestapo tactics to force its medical
will upon the People, stripping parents
of any right to decide how they wish to
protect their own children from infectious
disease. Health authorities there have
already announced their intent to essentially kidnap parents and throw them in
jail, removing them from their children for
up to thirty days if they continue to refuse
to have their children vaccinated. This will
all be conducted at gunpoint, with armed
personnel and attack dogs at the ready,
making sure nobody steps out of line,
and suppressing any attempt at public
dissent against the Orwellian vaccination
policies.
The entire campaign against these parents is blatantly illegal. There is no law
in Maryland requiring the vaccination of
children, thus parents who refuse to do
so may not be legally charged with violating any law. Instead, Maryland health and
school authorities are using Gestapo-like
tactics, threatening to charge the parents
with child truancy violations, criminalizing
them for daring to protect their children
from the dangerous chemicals found
in vaccines (including mercury based
preservatives and/or aluminium based
adjuvants, to name just a couple - Ed.)

The desperation of organised
medicine is becoming
increasingly apparent

As more and more parents are becoming
informed about the dangers of vaccinations and their link to autism, state health
authorities are increasingly turning to
“Gunpoint Medicine” to force the People
to submit to the poisons of conventional
medicine. Parents who attempt to save

their children from deadly chemotherapy
chemicals are being arrested and having
their children kidnapped by Child Protective Services (http://www.naturalnews.
com/020001_cancer_industry_Abraham_Cherrix.html), and oncologists
who used to be armed only with radiation
machines and chemotherapy injectors
and now arming themselves with U.S.
Marshals and other local law enforcement authorities who are using loaded
firearms to enforce “the will of the State”
against parents who resist.
Even the American Association of Physicians and Surgeons (AAPS) announced
its strong opposition to the Maryland
“Gunpoint Medicine” vaccination campaign. In a press release published Nov.
16, the AAPS states:
The Association of American Physicians
and Surgeons today condemned the
“vaccine roundup” executed in Prince
George’s county Maryland this week, and
promised to do everything it can to support parents who refuse to immunize their
children.
“This power play obliterates informed
consent and parental rights,” said
Kathryn Serkes, director of policy for the
Association of American Physicians and
Surgeons (AAPS), one of the few national
physician groups that refuse corporate
funding from pharmaceutical companies.
In a scenario reminiscent of cattle roundups, the state’s attorney has issued
summons to more than 1600 parents of
children who have not provided certificates of immunization for their children.
But instead of toting a cattle prod, this
state’s attorney chooses to wield a syringe to keep the “herd” in line.

Gunpoint Medicine: Why drug
pushers must now rely on
Gestapo tactics

Conventional (pharmaceutical) medicine
is the only system of medicine in the
world that is so unpopular with informed
consumers that it must be administered at the barrel of a gun. There is no
other system of medicine anywhere in
the world that resorts to such tactics to
recruit patients.
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At the Nov. 17th event in Maryland, activists Jim Moody and Kelly Ann Davis from
SafeMinds (www.SafeMinds.org) were
able to get in front of TV news cameras
and voice their opposition to the coerced
vaccination policy. Yet, amazingly, most
parents just lined up like cattle ready to
be branded, not bothering to question
the sanity or legality of the very system
in which they were now agreeing to
participate.

What’s next for Gunpoint
Medicine?

As the truth continues to emerge about
the extreme dangers of vaccinations and
pharmaceuticals, Big Pharma is becoming increasingly desperate to coerce the
public into relying on its products. It is
now working closely with state authorities
(including Governors of several states)
to mandate the use of vaccinations
on young children. This results in the
criminalization of parents who refuse to
subject their children to these dangerous
chemicals.
In effect, Big Pharma is hoping to turn
natural health followers into criminals.
The FDA has already criminalized nutritional supplement companies who dare
to tell the truth about the health benefits
of their supplements. (Read the true history of armed FDA raids on vitamin companies here: http://www.NaturalNews.
com/021791.html)
Next, parents who refuse to subject their
children to the chemical pharmaceuticals
proposed by Big Pharma will be criminalized, rounded up and incarcerated for
“refusing to comply with public health
policy.” This is all being done by the State
in the name of “protecting the children”
from their own parents’ naturally healthy
lifestyles. (Insane, isn’t it, to think that
protecting your child from toxic chemicals is now a criminal act in the United
States?)
The end game of all this is to apply
Gunpoint Medicine tactics to everyone:
Adults and senior citizens included.
Anyone suffering from high cholesterol,
for example, who does not submit to Big
Pharma’s statin drugs could be arrested,
strapped to a table and medicated
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against their will. People with cancer
could be arrested for choosing to treat
that cancer with safe and effective
botanical medicines instead of patented,
high-profit Big Pharma drugs. If you think
the prisons are full enough right now from
all the arrests for cannabis possession
and other victimless crimes, just wait until
the State starts arresting all the natural
health moms and dads across the country who refuse to participate in the utterly
insane and extremely harmful system of
medicine that now dominates U.S. health
care today.
The State is very clear about medicine:
If you want to remain a free citizen, you
must submit to the synthetic drugs made
by the very same corporations that now
control government health regulators.
Any person who resists such “treatments” will be branded a threat to public
health – a designation just beneath “terrorist” in the eyes of many government
bureaucrats. As such, they believe there
is no limit to the level of force they may
use to coerce such people into submitting to Big Pharma’s chemicals. Today,
it’s armed guards with attack dogs.
Tomorrow, it might be water boarding
or other torture methods. Think that’s
impossible? Think again: Just five years
ago, nobody in their right mind would
have thought that parents who did not
want to get their children vaccinated
could end up in prison, their children kidnapped by state authorities and forced to
subject themselves to dangerous chemical injections at gunpoint.

Yet that is precisely what is happening
right now in the state of Maryland. It happened on Saturday, in fact.

Where is the outrage?

What’s most interesting about this issue
of using the threat of imprisonment to
force vaccinations upon children is not
necessarily who is speaking out against
it, but who has chosen to remain silent.
The American Medical Association, for
example, has said nothing in opposition
to the policy. Neither has the Food and
Drug Administration. Where is the outrage from the Maryland Hospital Association? None of these organizations seem
to have a problem with Gunpoint Medicine. The idea of rounding up parents
and coercing their children into receiving
injections of toxic chemicals does not
seem to bother these organizations. And
why should it? All of these organizations
are closely tied to Big Pharma. They’re all
in favor of vaccinations for all, it seems,
and I have no doubt that some individuals in these organizations (especially the
AMA) are strongly in favor of the Gunpoint Medicine coerced vaccination
policy being played out in Maryland right
now.
Organized medicine believes the People
are too stupid to be allowed to make their
own health decisions. Bureaucrats and
physicians should be the ones making
these decisions, we’re told, and any person who disagrees with such decisions
should be labeled a criminal, arrested

and prosecuted. This is no exaggeration.
It is, in fact, a shockingly accurate description of Maryland’s current vaccination policy.
It wasn’t too long ago that Americans
would have stood up and rallied against
this kind of medical tyranny. The major
news networks would have denounced
Maryland’s vaccination policy with strong
language and harsh accusations. People
would have been marching in the streets,
demanding their health freedom. But
today, it’s a different America. The People
are drugged up on pharmaceuticals and
dosed on fluoride. They’re too intoxicated
to think straight, and they’re frightened
into submission by a fear-based government that invokes domestic tyranny at
every opportunity to control and manipulate the People into doing whatever it
wants.
The “free” America we all once knew is
long gone, and it has been replaced with
The United States of Corporate America,
where police tactics are now used to
enforce hazardous public health policies,
and the people who run the State no
longer think there’s anything wrong with
rounding up the population at gunpoint
and performing large-scale medical experiments on their children. That’s what
modern vaccines are, after all: A grand
medical experiment whose effects will
only become known after a generation of
mass poisoning has come and gone.
SOURCE: www.naturalnews.com

Compulsory (forced) Vaccination Bills:
110 bills across 36 States in US in 2015
110 Bills, 36 states: Sample bills:

vaccination

• Eliminates the personal belief exemption in California

• Prohibits day care providers from hiring
anyone who has not been vaccinated
with three vaccines

• Eliminates the religious belief exemption to vaccination in Maryland
• Eliminates the religious belief exemption
• Eliminates both the religious and philosophical belief exemptions in VT
• Requires all school students, teachers,
administrators, and staff members to be
fully vaccinated
• Allows pharmacists to administer any
vaccine to minors 14 and older without
parental consent

HPV Vaccines for minors without
parental consent or knowledge
• Allows minors 14 and older in the Texas
Juvenile Justice System to consent to
18

• Requires health care providers be vaccinated for flu
• Mandates all college students living in
on-campus housing be vaccinated for
meningococcal disease
• Expands police powers to detain
individuals suspected of exposure to
communicable diseases
• Requires notarization and education for
religious belief exemptions

• Provides liability protections to dentists
who administer vaccines
• Allows disclosure of a patient’s immunization record without the patient’s
authorization
• Requires doctor certification for parents
using a personal belief exemptions for
school/child care
• Requires parents receive a letter from
the principal if there is a nonvaccinated
child in attendance
• Requires schools provide information
on HPV Vaccines in any course in sexual
education

• Requires physician counseling for conscientious and religious belief exemption

SOURCE: http://vaccineliberationarmy.
com/2015/03/

• Severely restricts religious exemption
to vaccine mandates

Ed note: US readers who want to maintain freedom of choice should visit www.
nvic.org. NZ and Australian websites are
http://www.ias.org.nz/ and http://avn.
org.au/ respectively.

• Restricts the religious exemption to
vaccination by changing the language
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Comfort Zone oﬀers topical herbal pain relief products that may help to ease muscle soreness,
fatigue and some forms of arthritis. ‘Natural remedies from the past are the way of the future’.
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“This is by far the best, most eﬀective topical pain relief I have ever
used”—Jon Eisen (Publisher, The NZ Journal of Natural Medicine)
“I love this stuﬀ! I use the Xtra on myself and humans, and the
Standard on horses. The relief is instant. I have got customers who
have tried everything else and rave over Comfort Zone”—Jo (Bowen
Equine Therapy Ltd NZ)
“I put it on my back and shoulders every night…after a lifetime of
insomnia, I’ve never slept like this and the pot is now treated like
it’s pure gold”—Tracey (NZ)
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www.comfortzonepure.com
for great deals* on Standard strength gel tubes:
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The war against vaccine-refusers
By Katherine Smith, Editor
Make no mistake, there is a war hotting
up against people, who for want of a
better name I will call “vaccine-refusers” –
people who choose not to be vaccinated
(or allow their children to be vaccinated)
or people who may agree to one or more
vaccinations but don’t want to have every
new vaccine that Big Pharma brings to
market injected into them or their children.
In Australia, Prime Minister Tony Abbott
recent announcement that the government
planned to remove the “conscientious objection” category from vaccination exemptions from January 1, 2016 is especially
worrying. Families who do not vaccinate
their children (who do not belong to the
Church of Christ, Scientist, and/or cannot
obtain a medical exemption from vaccination) would lose their eligibility to the
“Child Care Benefit and Child Care Rebate
and the Family Tax Benefit Part A end
of year supplement)”. The loss of these
benefits could cost a family approximately
$15,000 per child.
This move comes as part of what was
a carefully orchestrated propaganda
campaign “no jab, no play” which was
launched in 2013 by the Sunday Telegraph
and the Daily Telegraph. (See: http://
www.dailytelegraph.com.au/time-tostop-keeping-kids-immune-from-jab/
story-e6freuy9-1226635389528)
There have been at least two petitions set
up to counter this threat to non-vaccinating (or selectively-vaccinating) families.
https://www.change.org/p/
tony-abbott-stop-the-removal-ofthe-childcare-rebate-and-childcare-benefits-to-those-who-choosenot-to-vaccinate-their-children
https://www.change.org/p/ministerscott-morrison-don-t-punish-parentsfor-making-an-informed-choice-abouttheir-children-s-health-all-parents-deserve-to-make-an-uncoerced-choice
In New Zealand, Prime Minister John
Key recently reiterated that NZ would not
follow Australia’s lead in linking children’s vaccinations to welfare payments
and/or childcare access. http://www.
nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_
id=1&objectid=11432087
Such a policy was considered by the government following a report by the Health
Select Committee in 2011, but was rejected on the grounds that it would infinge
upon the human right to make a free and
informed decision about medical treatment. (For details of this history, please
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see www.noforcedvaccines.org/about
and http://www.noforcedvaccines.org/
nz-government-vaccination-policy/
vaccination-policy-timeline/
This being said, there is a strong pro-vaccine lobby in NZ and within days of Prime
Minister John Key ruling out a coercive
vaccination policy in NZ, Northland GP
Dr. O’Sullivan who was the winner of the
2014 “New Zealander of the Year” award
was publicly advocating compulsory
vaccination. (See: http://www.nzherald.
co.nz/northern-advocate/news/article.
cfm?c_id=1503450&objectid=11433540 )
He was also a guest on the current affairs
TV programme Campbell Live.

Useful websites:

• http://www.greenmedinfo.com/guide/
vaccine-rights
• http://vactruth.com/
• http://www.nvic.org/
• http://truthaboutgardasil.org/
• http://www.vaccinationcouncil.org/
(Some of these websites also have useful information about practical steps that
parents who wish to vaccinate their children
can take that may reduce the risk of adverse
reactions and/or make it easier to access
compensation should an adverse reaction
occur.)
• http://wavesnz.org.nz/ (NZ)
• www.noforcedvaccines.org (NZ-based)
• http://avn.org.au/ and http://www.vaccinationawareness.com.au/. (Australia)
• http://www.nvic.org/ (USA)

The NZ Ministry of Health, which has long
acted as a de-facto PR company for the
vaccination industry, has also been doing
its best to quietly stigmatise and marginalise vaccine-refusal.
Most egregious among the Ministry of
Health recent moves is marketing vaccines to children via “educational” videos
which are obviously designed not only to
elicit children’s agreement that vaccination is a good thing for them personally,
but also a duty that they should undertake
as being a responsible member of the
community. (You can watch the videos
and/or read the transcript at this link:
http://www.health.govt.nz/your-health/
healthy-living/immunisation/immunisation-older-children)
Parents who choose not to vaccinate are
a small minority – the current vaccination rate in NZ is a record high 94%. If
the pro-vaccine lobby is successful in
inculcating in the general public the belief
that people do not want to be vaccinated
(or parents who choose not to vaccinate
their children) are “irresponsible” or “freeloaders”, the social conditions in which a

coercive or even compulsory vaccination
policy can be instituted will have been
created.
If you take into account all the recent
news from the USA (including the forced
vaccination of children detailed elsewhere
in this issue), the many bills before different US State governments, and the
announcement by the Australian PM and
the recent promotion of compulsory vaccination by Dr. O’Sullivan in NZ, it becomes
clear that Big Pharma and its minions
are obviously unhappy that there may be
anyone refusing to be vaccinated – even if
vaccine-refusers are only a small percentage of the population.
The huge financial resources (and, in many
countries, political clout) of the pharmaceutical industry (which is quite happy to
profit from products that they know will
cause severe health problems or even
death in some recipients), versus ordinary
people, makes the current moves towards
coercive vaccination policies something of
a David versus Goliath battle.
I would suggest that if you want to maintain the current freedom that you have not
to be vaccinated, if you do not wish to do
so, that the time has come to take action.
1) Inform yourself about vaccination.
(Please see the list of useful websites
starting here: http://www.greenmedinfo.
com/guide/vaccine-rights
2) Share your knowledge in whatever
forums you think are appropriate. (For
example, you may want to comment at
the end of relevant articles that are posted
online, discuss the topic on Facebook
and/or call talkback radio or write letters
to the editor.
3) Advocate for fairness and for human
rights. Ultimately, the vaccination issue
comes down to the human right to make a
free and informed choice about a medical treatment – and for parents’ rights to
make that decision on behalf of their
minor children.
4) Recognise that people make different
decisions about vaccination based on
their access to information (and ability to
analyse what they have read or viewed),
personal (or family) experience of health
and disease (including childhood illnesses
and/or adverse reactions to vaccines).
Ultimately, parents make whatever vaccination decision they think are in the best
interests of their child/ren; it is good to
acknowledge this.
5) “Trolls” do exist in many online forums
whose purpose appears to be to insult
or denigrate anyone who disagrees with
whatever agenda the troll appears to promote. It is always a good idea to stick to
facts and to continue to exercise common
(Continued on Page 60)
courtesy.
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HEALTH NEWS
ALERTS
Cannabis can kill cancer cells,
says US government-funded
research
By Payton Guion
The US government may be starting
to officially recognize medicinal benefits of cannabis, as a governmentfunded research group has released
a report claiming that plant can kill
cancer cells.
The Daily Caller reported the National Institute on Drug Abuse has
issued a report that recognizes potential medical benefits of cannabis,
something the US government has
rejected in its classification of cannabis (aka marijuana) as a Schedule
I drug – along with heroin, LSD and
ecstasy.
“Recent animal studies have shown
that marijuana can kill certain cancer cells and reduce the size of others,”
the NIDA report said. “Evidence from one animal study suggests that
extracts from whole-plant marijuana can shrink one of the most serious
types of brain tumours. Research in mice showed that these extracts,
when used with radiation, increased the cancer-killing effects of the
radiation.”
Of course, several US states allow the use of medicinal marijuana – and
a few allow recreational use – but the federal government still bans marijuana use.
The Justice Department on Wednesday released a statement that while
it will not stop states that allow medical marijuana from carrying out their
programs, it will still go after marijuana users.
SOURCE: http://www.independent.co.uk
[Ed Note: Without undue fanfare, or even apologies for past indiscretions, mainstream media are giving increasing coverage to what amounts
to one of the most important medical stories of recent times – e.g the
emerging evidence that yet another, but extremely important, long sought
after “cure” for cancer might be gaining the recognition it deserves.]
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Statins Linked to
Parkinson’s
By Lucy Johnston
Sunday Express
March 8, 2015
Plans for the mass prescription of statins
should be shelved after a study linked the
drug to Parkinson's disease, an expert last
night warned.
Dr Kailash Chand, deputy chairman of the
British Medical Association, was speaking following research which found those
who take the cholesterol-lowering drugs
are more than twice as likely to develop
Parkinson's disease in later life than those
who do not.
A study last week showed statin use increases the risk of diabetes by 46 per cent.
It has led to calls to end to the widespread
use of the drugs.
The Parkinson's research carried out over
20 years, and involving nearly 16,000
people, suggests cholesterol may have a
vital role in protecting the brain and nervous
system.
The findings have alarmed experts who
say if applied to the number of Britons
deemed eligible for statins it could equate
to 150,000 extra patients with Parkinson's,
a central nervous system disorder affecting
one in 350 mostly older people.
The work has also fuelled concerns that
statins, now recommended for up to half
the adult population over 50 by government
drug policy adviser the National Institute for
Health and Care Excellence, may be doing
many patients more harm than good.
Doctors used to prescribe the drugs only to
those who had a 30 per cent or greater risk
of suffering a heart attack within a decade,
but this was lowered to 20 per cent in 2005.

SOURCE: http://www.sott.net/
article/293568-Parkinsons-link-tostatins-Calls-to-end-widespreaduse-of-the-drug
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Antipsychotics are a
major cause of death
in the elderly

Iceland Decided To Do This
With the Last McDonalds
Meal EVER Sold!

March 24, 2015

Antipsychotic drugs for dementia and Alzheimer’s are far
more dangerous than we’ve been told, and are a major
cause of death in the elderly. The drugs also increase the
risk for heart disease.
The newer generation of antipsychotics are the most
dangerous, and the risk of premature death rises with the
dosage, say researchers from the University of Michigan
Health System.
There’s a similar risk of death with valproic acid, the
mood stabilizer, but not with antidepressants.
There’s an “outsize risk of death” with the antipsychotics, and seems far higher than current drug warnings
suggest. The US’s drugs regulator, the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), has already issued a warning about
the antipsychotics, but the extent of the risk may be
under-estimated.
The drugs are prescribed to treat delusions, hallucinations, agitation
and aggression in
people suffering
from dementia
and Alzheimer’s.
(They are also
used in young
people to treat
“schizophrenia”,
autism and other
“Mental health
conditions - Ed.)
Source: JAMA Psychiatry, 2015; doi:
10.1001/jamapsychiatry.2014.3018

Autism ‘Caused By MMR
Using Human Fetal Cell
Lines’
October 16, 2014
The explosion in autism has been
caused by the introduction of human fetal cell lines in the manufacture of MMR (measles-mumps-rubella) vaccines, a major new study has
concluded.
Before 1987, when the vaccines were
24

February 4, 2015
By John Vibes, True Activist
After spending over a year in Iceland’s National Museum, the
last McDonalds meal sold in the country will now be going on
display at the Bus Hostel in Reykjavik. The world-famous fast
food chain shut down its Iceland locations in 2009,and even
after all this time the last meal sold in the country has still not
become rotten or moldy.
After the economic collapse, McDonalds failed to keep customers coming back in Iceland, and the company was forced to
close their doors in the country. The final day that McDonalds
was open in Iceland was October 31, 2009, and on that day a
man named Hjortur Smarason purchased a meal as a souvenir.
Smarason had no intention on actually eating it but wanted to
hang onto it out of curiosity, and because he saw it as a piece
of history.
At its new home at the Bus Hostel in Reykjavik, the burger and
fries sit on display in front of a webcam, where people all over
the world can watch its extremely slow decomposition.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: John Vibes writes for True Activist and
is an author, researcher and investigative journalist who takes a
special interest in the counter culture and the drug war.

produced with animal cell lines,
autism cases were relatively low.
Today, it’s been estimated that 1 in
50 children has autism.
Stem cell researcher Theresa Deisher and others say that the correlation between the sudden explosion
in autism cases and the introduction of the new MMR vaccines is too
strong to ignore – although, as the
old maxim goes, correlation doesn’t
prove causation.
The ‘change point’ – when the numbers of autism cases rose sharply

– happened in the UK in 1987, just
when the new MMR vaccine, using
human fetal cells, was introduced. A
similar correlation was seen around
the same time in Denmark, while
the autism change point in the US
was 1980 to 1981 after the introduction of the new MeruvaxII and MMRII
vaccines in 1979. Both vaccines
used human fetal cells [as a culture
medium for the rubella viruses in
the vaccine - Ed] for the first time.
(Source: Journal of Public health and
Epidemiology, 2014; 6: 271-86)
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Radiotherapy for breast
cancer raises risk for thyroid
cancer

Hospital in Salt Lake City, Utah, where he was placed in intensive care. It was recommended that Cash receive three cycles
of chemotherapy, only to be followed by another 3 cycles
of high-dose chemotherapy with stem cell rescue. The boy
would also receive ‘max amounts’ of anti-nausea pharmaceutical medications.

March 9, 2015

“After his first round of high-dose chemo in August 2010, he
no longer ate anything, and this went on through September.
He was getting worse and worse…By the end of September
he was so sick. He no longer was able to take feedings into
his G-tube. His stomach lining was burnt from the chemotherapy, it was no longer processing anything – it was fried. I
asked doctors if there was anything else we can give him and
they said ‘We’re giving him max amounts of all anti-nausea
medications we can give him.’ They basically told me that this
was as good as it was going to get. I told them that it was
unacceptable,” Hyde said.

Women who have radiotherapy for breast cancer are far more
likely to develop thyroid cancer within five years, a new study
has discovered.
The risk should be explained to women before they begin
treatment, and they should be regularly screened afterwards,
say researchers from Columbia University in New York.
Radiation to the head, neck or chest is already a known risk
factor for thyroid cancer, but the researchers were surprised
by the number of women who developed it after treatment.
In an analysis of a database that recorded the number of
patients with breast or thyroid cancer that were diagnosed
between 1973 and 2011, the researchers discovered that
704,402 patients had breast cancer, 49,663 had thyroid cancer
and 1,526 developed thyroid cancer after a breast cancer
diagnosis.
(SOURCE: Proceedings of the 97th annual meeting of the
Endocrine Society, San Diego, March 7, 2015)

Cannabis Oil Helps 3 Year Old
Son Beat Cancer, Dad Says
By Mike Barrett
May 20, 2012
What would
you do if
your 3-year
old son was
stricken with
brain cancer?
Most parents
wouldn’t think
twice about
bringing their
child to a mainstream doctor,
only to undergo
modern-day
cancer “treatments” such as
chemotherapy.
This is what
one father, Mike Hyde, from Montana did when his three year
old was diagnosed with brain cancer, but the father doesn’t attribute his sons victory against cancer with the use of chemotherapy or any other mainstream treatment; the dad actually
says cannabia oil is what made the young boy beat cancer.
While the story isn’t recent, it is one that everyone should hear
about.
In May of 2010, radiologists at Community Medical Center
in Missoula, Mont., discovered a stage 4 brain tumor in a
20-month-old boy named Cash. Shortly after the tumor was
discovered, the toddler was brought to Primary Children’s

The results of the chemotherapy were less than effective, as
with most chemotherapy treatments, and the anti-nausea
drug cocktail was also causing numerous side-effects. These
results caused Hyde to pull his son off of the medication,
and begin secretly administering .3 milligrams of cannabis oil
through his sons’s G-tube. Hyde says that once he began with
the cannabis oil, his son started eating again and his quality
of life completely changed for the better. The father was told
that it was a miracle that his son began sitting up and laughing
again.
“Doctors told us he was not going to make it. He was on life
support for 40 days and was in a medically-induced coma.
They said he would have brain damage and his lungs would
fail. But I knew the medicine (cannabis oil) was in his body,
and that helped him heal. It helped to rebuild his stomach
lining, his liver and his lungs. He walked out of the ICU in midDecember. The nurses and doctors called him a ‘Christmas
miracle’,” says Hyde
Was this one of the few cases where chemo ended up working? Perhaps, but the this mainstream treatment nearly killed
the young boy in the process.
“It brought him to the edge of life, and if I wouldn’t have
stepped in when I did, he wouldn’t be here right now,” Hyde
explained. “The marijuana oil was the best pain drug available for Cashy, as well as a neuro-protectant, antioxidant and
antibacterial. I know it saves Cash’s life.”
Seeing how marijuana oil helped the young boy to survive isn’t
surprising – the benefits of medical marijuana are vast, with
the plant even able to fight cancer. The point of this story is
to recognize that alternative solutions do exist which can be
utilized. The marijuana and cancer relationship is very real; this
is just one more of many cases that proves it.
Additional Sources: Fox News

About Mike Barrett:

Mike is the co-founder, editor, and researcher behind Natural
Society. Studying the work of top natural health activists, and
writing special reports for top 10 alternative health websites,
Mike has written hundreds of articles and pages on how to
obtain optimum wellness through natural health.
SOURCE: http://naturalsociety.com/marijuana-oil-helps3-year-old-son-beat-cancer-dad-says/
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